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BLACK SEA ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION (BSEC):
PROPOSALS AND POSSIBILITIES
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE EU*

Muzaffer DARTAN**

Abstract
From the ashes of the disintegration of the USSR a patchwork of regional
organisations grew up, stretching from Central and Eastern Europe and extending into
the former Soviet Union. Neighbouring countries which had, until then, been excluded
from such arrangements came to covet membership of these regional groupings.
The countries left out of this process have come together to form their own economic
co-operation project- the Black Sea Economic Co-operation (BSEC). The majority of
BSEC members comprise the former socialist satellite republics of the Soviet Union.
Typically, they are fighting the serious economic, social and political problems posed
by the transition to market economies. Naturally, the EU has lately become the focus
of these countries' ambitions and aspirations. The EU has a reciprocal interest in the
BSEC. Abundant natural resources make the BSEC of special interest to the EU. The
integration of the BSEC states is significant for the EU not only economically
reasqns but also for reasons of security.
1. Introduction
The collapse of the Soviet Union found its former republics and satellites bereft
of any kind of efficient economic co-operation apparatus. Consequently, these new
countries have embarked upon the BSEC project - a project to bring them together
in a loose regional economic grouping with the aim of strengthening their economic
• I would like to thank Mr Hywel Rees for his technical assistance in English, and
Mrs Sureyya Cansoy and Mr Armagan Qak1r for collecting data.
** Associate Professor, Marmara University EC Institute [e-mail: mdartan@marun.edu.tr]
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ties. Before dealing with the BSEC it is interesting to look at other regional groupings,
established in Central and Eastern Europe and in the former soviet Union during the
1990s.

a) Central and Eastern Europe
The Trilateral Co-operation (Visegrad Treaty). This grouping was instituted in
February 1990 by Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland. When an associated free
trade agreement was signed in 1992, the association was renamed the European
Free Trade Association (CEFTA).1
The Central European Initiative (GEl). This grouping was established in August
1990 by Austria, Hungary, Italy and Yugoslavia. Poland joined in 1991 followed by
Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1992. Macedonia joined in 1993.2
Both of these arrangements were established to prepare their members for
eventual accession to the EU and for the structural and institutional discipline that
accession will involve.

b) The Former Soviet Union
The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The CIS was established by the
majority of the successor states of the former Soviet Union. Within the CIS, Moscow
dictates both economic and military policy as well as directing foreign relations.
Moscow's ambitions for the CIS are for it to become an influential regional power,
akin in many ways to the former USSR in economic and political terms. The reality,
however, is that the CIS is merely the institution through which Russia maintains its
bilateral relations with the other CIS member states. The existence of the CIS does
not, however, preclude regional arrangements between individual member state.
Indeed, a number of these smaller regional groupings have arisen within the CIS. For
example, since January 1995, Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan have
enjoyed a customs union - a grouping known as the Community of Integrated States.
Since 1994, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan joined in a similar arrangement.3
Although the Soviet Union had broken up, the new states which emerged in its
place had much in common with one another and, often, similar economic interests.
The newly independent states had, after all, endured 70 years of centrally planned
economic policy. Indeed, because of the way in which the old Soviet economy had
been organised, few of its successor states were economically independent. Whilst
old trade links could not easily be dispensed with, however, these states needed
improved economic and trade relations with the developed world if they were to
develop structurally and institutionally. In particular, they needed new investment something only the developed world could provide - and access to the developed
world's lucrative markets. These two imperatives combined to produce the CIS. The
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CIS quickly became a Moscow dominated forum, acting more in the interest of
Russia than in the interests of its former satellites. It was in an effort to supplant the
CIS with an organisation more in tune with the needs and aspirations of the former
Soviet republics that work began to develop an alternative co - operative framework
between these states.4
Some of the regional groupings formed after the collapse of the Soviet Union have
only ever really existed on paper. The Community of Integrated States (comprising
Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan) for example, is one such case.5

c) Central Asia
The Economic Co-operation Organisation (EGO), comprising Turkey, Pakistan
and Iran has enjoyed little success sinee its revival in 1992 (it was born in 1965 as
the Regional Co-operation for Development but failed due . to its reluctance to
liberalise trade between member states). ECO's revival in 1992 coincided with a
broadening of its membership to include Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan ,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan (the only transcaucasian state admitted) and
Afghanistan .
ECO's economic significance as a trading bloc may be interpreted in two ways. Its
promoters point to its 300 million strong population, vast natural resources and strong
labour force. This combination makes the organisation potentially very powerful
indeed. ECO's detractors, however, point to its low regional and global profile,
arguing that ECO members will remain impotent as a bloc because of their poor
past economic performance and their political and ideological differences exemplified by Iran's Islamic fundamentalism and Turkey's secular liberalism.s

d) The Balkans, Transcaucasian and the Former Soviet Union
The Black Sea Economic Co-operation. Late 1990 marks the beginning of
economic co-operation in the Black Sea region ; the initial protagonists being the
USSR, Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey. The dramatic developments of 1991 added
further impetus to this process, extending the Co-operation to the Balkans and into
the Caucasus - 11 states in all. The first meeting of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) was held in Ankara in December 1990 and this meeting set the
agenda for further rounds of BSEC discussions. That first meeting was attended by
Turkey, the Russian Federation, Romania, Bulgaria and five former states of the
USSR, namely, Armenia, Azerbaijan , Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. Turkey
prepared a draft document and a working group of participating states met in
Bucharest in March 1991 , Sofia in the following April and finally in Moscow in July
that year. Both Greece and the former Yugoslavia attended the Moscow meeting as
observers.
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2. The BSEC Project • A New Model?

What is meant by regional co-operation and regional integration? Regional
integration refers to a unification of markets, mutual trade preferences, harmonisation
of economic policy and the free flow of capital and labour. Regional co-operation is
a much looser concept, with emphasis again being placed on infrastructure,
resources and broad issues of policy. Regional co-operation is better suited to the
BSEC because it is more flexible. Its purpose is to remove obstacles to free trade
and to minimise regulation between states.
Economic integration takes various forms, but the simplest in the creation of a free
trade zone in which tariffs are abolished between member states but each maintains
its own external tariff. A customs union is similar but each state adopts a common
external tariff. The next stage is a common market in which restrictions on the
mobility of goods, services capital and labour are abolished - the "four freedoms".
Physical and technical barriers are removed as well as fiscal barriers, for example, by
harmonising tax rates. Full economic integration involves the unification of policy and
demands supranational institutions to manage it.
The BSEC does not fit easily into any of traditional models of economic cooperation. Its form has arisen out of the needs of its members and their desire to
liberalise and develop their relations with each other. Their geographical proximity,
traditional ties and broadly similar markets make them well placed to complete the
transformation into dynamic market economies. Despite the economic and political
instability of many of its member states, the raison d'etre of the BSEC is a strong
one, lending it a relatively strong political base.
The scope of the BSEC may fairly be said to be broad, yet it places great
emphasis on making the best use of its human, financial and natural resources. The
harmonisation of policy is not one of the BSEC's objectives and there is no question
of supranationality.
Free market conditions do not yet exist throughout the whole of the BSEC.
Member states' currencies are not compatible with one another and prices often fail
to accurately reflect economic cost. A free trade area is too ambitious an aim at this
early stage.
Goals and Principles of the BSEC Project. There are four principal driving forces
behind the BSEC project. Firstly, its members hope to achieve an improved level of
integration of their economies into the world economy. Secondly, each member
seeks to make the best use of its geographical proximity to its fellow member states.
Thirdly, BSEC members aim to support one another in the difficult transition to
liberal, market economies. Finally and most importantly, the BSEC aims to foster
peace, prosperity and stability in the region as a whole. Peace and stability, above all
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things, will enable the region to develop and expand its trade and economies. The
recent crisis makes this goal particularly important (See the BSEC Declaration in the
Appendix 1).

3. Institutional Structure of the BSEC
There are four pillars to the institutional structure of the BSEC. The legislature,
the executive, the private sector, and Black Sea Trade and Development Bank (the
Bank). All play their part in supporting and developing the BSEC. Non-governmental
and academic institutions may also make a contribution (See Figure II).

a) Executive
The Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs (MMFA) is the executive branch of
the BSEC. Its sessional chairmanship rotates every sixth month in alphabetical order.
The day-to-day management of the BSEC is left to the Senior Officials Meeting,
permanent working groups currently over spheres such as economic statistics,
finance and trade co-operation, agriculture, infrastructure and energy. The ad hoc
working groups deal with minor matters, such as travel facilities for businessmen and
the promotion of investment and protection of property rights.
Istanbul hosts the Permanent International Secretariat of the BSEC. Its mandate
is principally of a bureaucratic and technical nature - preparing drafts of BSEC
documents, for example. The Secretariat also provides administrative support to
member states, maintains the archive of the BSEC and provides a similar service to
subsidiary bodies of the BSEC.

b) Legislatur
The BSEC has a parliament of sorts. The chairmen of the national assemblies of
nine out of the 11 member states signed, in February 1993, the Declaration of the
Parliamentary Assembly of the BSEC (PABSEC). Greece and Bulgaria did not join
PABSEC until later.
The PABSEC is attended by 70 representatives of the participating national
assemblies, each holding its seat for one year (allocation of seats by member states
in Table 1). The heads of the member states' assemblies rotate the chairmanship of
the PABSEC in turn. Through the PABSEC, the BSEC has gained the means to
properly reflect its co-operative aspirations to both the public and its constituent
national assemblies. Further, the PABSEC underlines the importance placed on
political co-operation within the PABSEC, though the PABSEC is not, of course, a
supranational assembly. Its chief role is to recommend that national governments
make certain rules within the BSEC to enhance co-operation and to conduct studies
aimed at assessing how best to promote political stability in the region.

Figure II: Institutional Structure of the Black Sea Economic Co-operation
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Figure II illustrates how the three committees of the PABSEC debate issues and
report to the General Assembly. The Committee reports on a wide range of matters
of concern to the General Assembly.
The PABSEC itself is supported by the Bureau for the Assembly and the Standing
Committee comprising the heads of the national delegations to the assembly,
members of the Bureau and the chairmen of each of the three committees. The
structure of the PABSEC also includes the International Secretariat, headed by the
Secretary General.
c) The Council of the BSEC

The Council of the BSEC is the body through which the private sector contributes
to the BSEC decision making process. The private sector's contribution to the BSEC
is a crucial one. Great emphasis is placed on the improvement of the business
environment within the BSEC. The BSEC Council was founded in 1992 and is run by
a Board of Directors whose chairmanship rotates every six months. The Council's
purpose is to identify potential public investment projects and to recommend them to
BSEC members for support, co-operating with the International Secretariat in
Istanbul.
d) The Black Sea Trade and Development Bank

The Bank is the financial element of the BSEC. It was established in January
1995 and its mandate is to "contribute effective·ly to the transition process of the
member states towards the economic prosperity of the people of the region and to
finance and promote regional projects and provide other banking services to projects
and private sectors and trade activities among the members states". The Bank's
purposes are many and varied, fitting into four main categories:B
• To assist in the promotion of private business initiatives, to support private
commercial enterprise and to foster intra-regional trade.
• To finance or facilitate the financing of commercial activity in the BSEC region
and to assist in the funding of multilateral institutions. This head is extremely
broad in its scope.
• To foster, through its activities, the economic and social development of the
region, giving special consideration to projects aimed at improving the welfare
of the people of the region.
• To undertake studies of the region and to offer support and advice to member
states as a means of improving economic policy-making . It is further charged
with identifying suitable infrastructure projects and suggesting ways in which
they might be financed.
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In broad terms, then, the Bank is an international development bank with a very
wide remit to promote the success of the BSEC project. The Bank facilitates financial
co-operation in both the public and private sectors in the BSEC and also to those
outside the region seeking to do business with BSEC members. The Bank may also
prove to be a valuable conduit of funds from agencies such as the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).9 Indeed, the EBRD is already an observer
in the BSEC.
The Bank's headquarters are located in Thessalonika and it has operated since
1996. The unit of account of the Bank is the Special Drawing Right (SDR). The Bank's
initial authorised capital was $1.5bn, or SDR I bn. Each member state is entitled to
subscribe for the Bank's capital in the following proportions (see Figure Ill).

3. Dealing With Difficulties Within the BSEC
If the BSEC project is to succeed, significant economic and political obstacles will
need to be overcome. The most important of these obstacles may be summarised as
follows:1o

4.1 Political Stability
Throughout the Cold War, the superpowers had maintained political stability in the
Black Sea region. Since the end of the Cold War, much of the military tension
between the rival alliances has dissipated, but this change has also unleashed longstanding grievances between the former Soviet satellites. These changes
fundamentally altered the balance of power in the entire region. Flashpoints of ethnic
hatred, nationalism, religious tension and territorial dispute have erupted all over the
region. Some of these have already turned into bloody conflict, notably in Yugoslavia,
Chechnya. Nagorno-Karabakh and Georgia.

a) The Yugoslav Conflict
The Balkans have, for centuries, been a cross-roads of ethnicity and one of the
principal trade routes from east to west. This unfortunate geo-political inheritance has
led, in the past, to countless wars. The most recent of the Balkan conflicts, in BosniaHerzegovina and Kosovo, have proved a bloody illustration of the ethnic complexity
of the region. Whilst the Dayton Accord broke the viscous circle of military conflict in
Bosnia, the underlying problems of the region remain to be resolved and the Kosovo
conflict remains wholly unchecked. The former Yugoslavia looks set to remain high
on the international agenda for some time to come.

b) Trans-Dniester
This territorial dispute between Moldova and Russia has stabilised under a deal
which exchanged land for autonomy.
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Figure III: Shares of the Member States to the Initial Capital Stock of BSTDB
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c) The Crimea
The whole of the Crimea is the cause of some tension between Ukraine and
Russia. Armed conflict is unlikely, but the risk remains
d) The Black Sea Fleet
The Black Sea Fleet has, since the demise of the Soviet Union, become a matter
of great contention between Ukraine and Russia. The Black Sea Fleet was and is the
principal naval defence force in the Black Sea region and was the Soviet Union's chief
military presence in the Mediterranean. To whom the Fleet belonged, how it should
be financed and where it should be based, were all pressing questions confronting
the two countries who sought to argue over its ownership. An agreement has since
been reached, however, on this contentious issue.
e) Chechnya
Although there is a semblance of peace in that country, no lasting solution to the
underlying problems has yet emerged. The war there weakened Russia and brought
chaos and destruction to Chechny.
f) Abkhazia

The inter-ethnic civil war between the Ossetians and the Abkhazians in Georgia
continues to rumble and destabilise the region. An uneasy calm has been achieved
but could break down completely with little warning.
g) Nagorno-Karabakh
This issue dominates the political life of every Azeri. Karabakh is an enclave of
Armenian territory landlocked by Azerbaijan. War broke out when Karabakhi
Armenians voted to break away from Azerbaijan and join neighbouring Armenia. The
Armenians adopted a policy of ethnic cleansing in the enclave, making refugees of
the Azeri minority. Azerbaijan tried and failed to recover the territory of Karabakh,
losing further in the process. Fighting came to an end in May 1994 but not before
20.000 had died and 850.000 Azeris made homeless.11
h) Greece and Turkey
Like most problems this region, antagonism between Greece and Turkey is
hugely complex and of long-standing. The three main areas of discord may be
summarised as follows.
Firstly, Cyprus. The island is currently divided between the Turkish North and
Greek South. Each group is kept apart by a UN administered demilitarised zone. No
solution has yet been reached on this issue.
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Secondly, the Aegean. The Aegean is a crowded sea with many closely packed
islands. Greece insists that its territorial waters around each island should be
increased to 12 miles whilst Turkey insists that the limit remain at 6 miles. As many
Greek islands lie very near the Turkish coastline, an extension of Greece's territorial
limit would interfere with Turkish shipping and commerce. Greece also claims control
of the Aegean flight corridor and contends that the continental shelf of Anatolia should
properly be the continental shelf of the Aegean islands.
This would have serious implications for the ownership of those natural resources
which are thought to lie beneath the Aegean. Other problems in the Aegean include
the dispute over possession of a few tiny island and the increasing militarisation of the
Aegean by Greek forces, in contravention of the Lausanne Treaty.
Finally, Western Thrace. The Turkish minority in Western Thrace is prevented
from expressing its ethnicity - a blatant attempt by the Greeks to suppress the human
rights of ethnic Turk.
It is easy to conclude, from this litany of antagonism, that the BSEC is not based
upon the mutual trust of its members. Indeed, all of these issues somewhat
overshadowed the economic issues at the birth of the BSEC. Eduard Schverdnatze,
the Georgian Premier, had sought to establish a committee whose business it would
have been to oversee and encourage the protection of human rights within the
BSEC. He also proposed reductions in military forces in the area. Such proposals
were too ambitious, however, and such issues are unlikely to be addressed until
economic prosperity and political security are assured. The BSEC is driven by an
economic, rather than a political, imperative.
4.2 Economic Stability
The BSEC covers a market of 325 million people and an area of 19.2m sq.km (see
Table II). Despite enjoying prolific natural resources, however, the industrial potential
of the region is difficult to assess. In particular, it is impossible to say when any of the
former socialist republics may start irreversibly down the path to sustainable
development.
a) Transition to Market Economy
The BSEC remains, for the time being, an agglomeration mostly of the weak and
poor. Most of its members are underdeveloped and much of their industry is obsolete
and uncompetitive. Even the Greek economy has some way to go, despite its
membership of the EU and the concomitant benefits and subsidies it receives as a
consequence.12
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Table II: Economic Indicators of the BSEC Member Countries
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Table II (Continued)
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Machinery & equipment
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Machinery & equipment
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Chemicals
Machinery & equipment
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10.6
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6.6
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46.7
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Machinery & equipment
Fuels & minerals
Textiles & products
Chemical products
Machinery & equipment
Food & agriculture
raw materials
Chemicals
Metals
Agriculture & live stock
Mining and quarrying
Industrial goods
Fuel, oil & refining products
Natural gas
Machinery & equipment
Chemicals
Foods & agriculture goods

9,391
5,643
3,138
2,128
1,021
704
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5.3
4.5
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8.3
34.9
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It will be some time yet before real stability will be achieved in those BSEC states
which are former Soviet republics. The process may take at least a decade or more.
Most BSEC economies remain incompatible with one another. Prior to the collapse
of the Soviet Union, the centrally planned socialist economies organised their trade
and production through the Council for Mutual Economic Aid (COMECON). Trade
was organised on a non-competitive, interdependent basis. This habit has allowed a
consensus to be achieved amongst former COMECON states on the transition to a
market economy might be achieved, emphasising the importance of macroeconomic
stability, increased competition, improved levels of private ownership and a better
understanding of the role of the state. Greece and Turkey are much further down this
road than other BSEC states yet both those countries remain in the development
stage.

b) Legislation on Trade and Finance
BSEC states suffer from a wide gap between commercial and financial
regulation . The former socialist republics joined the BSEC with commercial and
financial laws which were completely unsuited to the market economy. A lack of
adequate legal infrastructure continues to hold back the development of these
countries.1 3 The problems are myriad, as institutions remain uncertain of their role.
The banking, insurance and financial services industries are in their infancy and there
is a great need for foreign investment capital due to low savings rates of such
countries. The BSEC hopes that the Black Sea Trade and Development Bank will be
able to provide funds and expertise to bridge this via the World Bank and the EBRD.
Western capital, however, is reluctant to enter much of the BSEC as long as regional
instability remains. This is doubly so in the wake of the recent global financial crisis.

c) Economic Information and Statistical Data
As in so many other aspects of economic life in BSEC states, the quality and
availability of economic statistics is poor. This stems partly from the poverty of many
BSEC administrations and partly from the hangover of sloppy data collection methods
from the Soviet era. For example, a reliable inventory of economic assets in the
BSEC has yet to be compiled, although an agency has been created in an attempt
to deal with this problem - the BSEC Co-ordination Centre for the Exchange of
Statistical Data and Economic lnformation.14

d) Transportation and Communications Infrastructure
If the BSEC is to expand and develop, a modern transport and communications
infrastructure is essential. The provision of such facilities is a massive undertaking
and can only be achieved, according to the Transport and Communication Working
Group of the BSEC, with the use of international finance. Some of the leading
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projects in this field include; trans-Balkan transport corridors linking east and west
and north and south; linking of the Caucasus with Europe's road and rail network; the
improvement of national road and rail networks in each BSEC state; increasing port
capacity in Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, Georgia and Russia; construction of new
ports and a road and rail "ring" around the Black Sea; improved transport links
between Russia and Europe; and roll-on roll-off ferry links between Varna-Poti,
Varna-Samsun, Constanze-Poti and Constanze-Samsun.15
These projects, with all that they entail in terms of border management and the
elimination of restrictions on trade and movement, represent an ambitious attempt
to improve co-ordination between Black Sea states.
BSEC states are also in desperate need of investment in telecommunications.
Increasing demand in this sector places an ever greater burden of telephone
networks that are already creaking under the strain. The Submarine Fibre-optic
system (ITUR), linking Italy with Turkey, Ukraine and Russia, runs for 3.500 km and
is estimated to have cost $170m. Another ambitious telecommunications project
(KAFOS) aims to connect Varna, Mangalia and Istanbul over a distance of 600km.
Moldova will also be included. A telecoms project in the eastern Black Sea (DOKAP)
aims to connect Turkey with Georgia and Azerbaijan. That project, which is estimated
to have cost $15.3m, involves digital microwaves and may be extended to the
Caspian states.16
e) Protection of the Environment

It is not an exaggeration to say that ecological degradation threatens the
ecosystem of the Black Sea. With an area of 420.300 sq.km, it is one of the most
important marine environments in the world. The millions of tonnes of solid and liquid
waste, pumped each year into the Black Sea, has become a serious problem and the
BSEC is looking at ways of alleviating the danger posed to countries with coastlines
on the Black Sea. As many BSEC states begin industrialising on the western model,
it will become increasingly important that environmentally friendly plant and
techniques are introduced from the planning stage. The rivers which run into the
Black Sea introduce enormous quantities of pollution every year. The Danube
contributes 85 % of the water flowing each year into the Black Sea, carrying with it
pollutants from Germany, Austria, Hungary and Romania. Even waste from northern
Europe is now finding its way into the Danube as a result of the Mainz-Danube canal.
The BSEC is considering using a model based on EU environmental law in an effort
to tackle the problem. Legislation is not enough, however, and clear co-operation
between states in this sensitive area is essential. The economic development of the
Black Sea region and its ecological well-being are inextricably linked.
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There is a further threat from nuclear pollution. According to a recent report
prepared by a Turkish specialist, Professor M. BerkOm, there are 20 nuclear power
stations bordering the northern Black Sea, many of them neglected and unsafe.
Professor BerkOm claims that, without measures to improve the safety of these
stations, the Black Sea may become dangerously radioactive within the next 20
years. If the nuclear threat is to be properly managed, a high level of co-operation is
necessary along with a great deal of investment. The issue of radioactive pollution of
the Black Sea is complicated not only by the meagre resources of the nations which
border it but also by problems associated with persuading "upstream" states in
Central and Eastern Europe to control their discharges into the Danube.
Co-operation is necessary between the BSEC, the EU and other, independent
states. Legal and institutional arrangements matter less than common programmes,
the exchange of ideas and states' sympathy for each others' problems and ideas. The
economy and ecology of the entire region are inextricable.17
The Agreement was signed with a view to achieving progress in the protection of
the Black Sea's marine environment and the conservation of its natural resources.
According to the Agreement, states with Black Sea costlines agree to adopt common
rules and regulations concerning the management of poisonous waste.1B Financial
resources will be required to implement the Agreement. In the CIS alone,
modernisation of some 60 nuclear power stations will require an investment of
$40bn. 19 The BSEC must_work with the UN Development Programme, the UN
Environmental Programme and the Global Environmental Facility. These three
agencies provide financial aid for environmental projects. Despite these measures,
however, controlling Black Sea pollution will remain a difficult task. The BSEC lacks
legislative power to impose environmental solutions upon its neighbours.2o
Black Sea fisheries, a mainstay of many Black Sea economies, are a good
example of how pollution can be economically damaging. The Black Sea supports a
major fisheries sector with a total annual catch of more than two million tonnes. There
has been a drastic decline in total catches and productivity due to pollution. One
estimate puts the total number of potential job losses in the Black Sea fisheries sector
at 150.000. The fisheries problem also illustrates how little real co-operation there is
between states in this area, despite the existence of the Black Sea Fisheries
Convention.21

f) Energy and Oil Pipeline Projects
The BSEC region is rich in energy resources and provides enormous
opportunities for their exploitation. The region enjoys 40 % of the world's gas
reserves, 15% of world oil, and 31 %of the world's coal. The region also produces
15% of the world's electricity although the region produces a surplus of electricity, the
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surplus is not adequately distributed. Turkey, for example, suffers from a power
shortage. This imbalance must be corrected by improved electrical infrastructure.
Power production and distribution is a crucial area of co-operation for BSEC states.
Energy consumption in the region has increased, on average, by 16 % per annum
since 1992 and is forecast to increase by between 20 and 25 % per annum between
2000 and 2010.22
BSEC members may establish co-operation in the energy sector as follows:23
Exploitation of energy resources. Multi-national companies dominate in this field.
The principal projects are the transportation of Caspian oil, the exploration for oil in
the Black Sea itself and the development of energy resources in Russia.
Development of the flow of energy resources within the region. The construction
of new pipelines and power transmission infrastructure is essential if the imbalance
of energy distribution in the region is to be rectified. Major energy infrastructure
projects are already underway, increasing pipeline capacity from Russia and the
Caspian region .
Development of power generation capacity. Power generation in the region is,
by and large, old-fashioned and inefficient. Construction of new power generation
capacity is a prerequisite of regional economic development. The energy sector is
an excellent example of how co-operation between BSEC states is necessary if
common projects are to be realised successfully. The problem of how to transport
oil from Azerbaijan to world markets is a good example of just such a common
project.
5. Possible Routes for the Transportation of Azeri Oil
The Azeri economy is dependent upon oil resources and its economy is,
therefore, hungry for financial aid to assist it in developing this important resource.
Transporting oil from Azerbaijan is, however, problematic. There are various
possible routes for an oil pipeline out of Azerbaijan. They may be summarised as
follows (see Figure IV)
a) Baku-Ceyhan via Armenia
This route passes from Azerbaijan through Armenia and Turkey to the port of
Ceyhan on Turkey's Mediterranean coast (Number 1). This is the preferred route of
Turkey and the USA but faces difficulties because of the Azeri-Armenian conflict and
Russia's reluctance to see a diminution of its power in the region. Russia would
prefer to see the oil going through its port at Novorossisk on the Black Sea and then
through the Bosphorus and Dardanelles Straits on tankers.

Figure IV: Possible Routes for the Transportation of Azeri Oil
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b) Baku-Ceyhan via Iran
Islamic fundamentalism in Iran makes this route unpopular with the USA. To pass
a pipeline through Iran would make it vulnerable in a crisis and would enhance Iranian
power in the region (Number 2).

c) Baku-Ceyhan via Georgia
This route would go beneath the Black Sea. It is less politically fraught than some
others but Georgia is unstable and the realisation of the project may prove more
expensive than the other available routes ($2.9bn) (Number 3). Kazakh oil and
Turkmen gas could feed into western route via trans-Caspian pipelines.

d) Baku-Novorossisk
This route would necessitate moving oil by tanker through the Bosphorus. Russia
prefers this route for obvious reasons24 but Turkey opposes it. Russia's recent turmoil
adds weight to Turkish concerns that such a route would give Russia a stranglehold
on the region's oil resources. Turkey also fears that to move so much oil through the
Bosphorus and Dardanelles is to court environmental disaster. The USA, however,
does not want to see Russia completely excluded from participation in such projects.
The eventual solution may, in the end, be a combination of two or more of these
options, with a certain quantity of Caspian oil passing through Novorossisk (number
4) . This view is shared by other BSEC members anxious not to antagonise their
Russian neighbours. Economic ties with Russia remain strong in the Black Sea
region.
Turkey, however, has a legitimate concern about the Baku-Novorossisk route.
Moving too much oil through the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles increases the risk
of an environmental catastrophe in that area. Millions of people live in Istanbul. A
tanker accident in the straits could kill thousands and ruin countless livelihoods.
There is a precedent. In May 1994, the Cypriot registered tanker, Nassia, collided with
a coaster and caught fire in the Straits.25 The accident brought about a change in
Turkish policy on the Straits. Under the Montreaux Convention of 1936, international
merchant vessels are guaranteed access to the Straits. It is, therefor, difficult for
Turkey to impose regulations on passing vessels which are too onerous.
Consequently, of the 40.000 vessels which traverse the Straits each year, fewer than
half of them take a pilot on board.26
Oil cargoes are, naturally, Turkey's main concern. If the Baku-Novorossisk route
were chosen, it is estimated that 80 million tonnes of crude oil would pass through the
Bosphorus and Dardanelles each year, compared with 5 million tonnes at present.
Since July 1994, the Turkish government has imposed tighter rules on vessels in
excess of 150 metre in length - a move clearly aimed at tanker traffic. These rules do
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not, of course, prohibit tanker traffic and are consequently of limited benefit. Such
rules may reduce the risk of a serious accident but that risk cannot be eliminated
entirely. The 31-km-long Bosphorus is a dangerous waterway with strong, erratic
currents and 12 narrow turns.27 To make matters worse, traffic through the Straits has
increased dramatically since the fall of the Soviet Union due, in part, to the Bosphorus
being the fastest and cheapest route for Eastern European goods travelling to world
markets, some goods passing into the Black Sea even from the Mainz-Danube canal
system, which links the Baltic with the Black Sea.
The Turkish government has, consequently, put forward an alternative proposal.
This involves pumping oil to Novorossisk, whereupon it is put on to tankers and
taken to Samsun, from where it is piped to Ceyhan (Number 5). This option has
failed to find favour with Western governments because, if it were the sole route, it
would hand Russia too much power over supplies. It would also be a round about
and expensive means of transporting oil and gas.
The Greeks, too, have made a proposal. They suggest pumping oil to
Novorossisk, then moving it by tanker the Bulgarian port of Burgas and then across
the Balkans by a 320 km pipeline to the Greek port of Alexandroupolis on the Aegean
Sea, to be put, once again, onto tankers for the onward journey to world markets. A
further option, they say, would be to extend the existing pipeline from Novorossisk
down through Moldova, Romania and Bulgaria into Greece. Neither of these options
is attractive to the West for obvious political and commercial reasons.
Given the large choice of routes and the myriad competing interests, it is hard to
predict which route will succeed. Given that the USA favours the western option, a
pipeline at least as far as Supsa in Georgia seems the most likely outcome. A
pipeline from an off-shore Azeri field to Supsa "early oil" (from new investment)
became operable shot time ago (Number 6). What happens to the oil from there
depends greatly on the solution to the problem of the Bosphorus and Dardanelles
Straits.
Oil that is already being pumped out of Azeri fields is currently being pumped
through existing pipelines between Baku and Novorossisk and Baku and Supsa. At
present, the Azerbaijan International Operating Company (AIOC)2B, a consortium
representing the World's major oil companies, is pumping its oil north to the Russian
Black Sea port of Novorossisk via a 20-years-old pipeline of limited capacity that
crosses the politically volatile North Caucasus, including Chechnya and Dagestan,
rife with ethnic tensions.
In January 1999, AIOC inaugurated a second small pipeline, running 820
kilometres west to the Georgian Black Sea port of Supsa. An upgrade of this pipeline
is the cheapest option, costing around $600m, with a capacity of 100,000 barrels a
day. This would only be sufficient for a short time, however.
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New [main export] pipelines would be required in the long-term as more Caspian
oil and gas comes on stream.
The USA and Turkey favour the Baku-Ceyhan route but it is expensive. The only
way to ameliorate that expense is by giving access to the pipeline to as many Caspian
producers as possible. Kazakh oil, as well as that of Azerbaijan, must flow through
such a pipeline if it is to become economically viable. Consequently, the USA has put
great effort into persuading the Kazakhs to accept a western route. The USA has also
leant heavily on Turkmenistan to shelve its plans for a pipeline through Iran. If the
West insists on the Baku-Ceyhan route, it may find itself having to subsidise the
project in the interests of strategic efficacy.29
Support for Turkey in the US seems assured. As Ross Wilson, special advisor to
the State Department, explained at a conference held in Washington in March 1998
on Oil and Gas in the Caspian Region, support for Turkey is one of the three most
important US policy objectives in the region, the other two being containment of Iran
and prevention of a reassertion of Russian hegemony in the region. Turkey is crucial
to US interests because of its unique geographical position and its status as a
secular, Muslim state. Nevertheless, Mr. Wilson warned, US oil companies are private
bodies which must not keep Russia and Iran completely out of the running due to the
political risks of doing business in the region.3o
Turkey, then, should not regard the Baku-Ceyhan route as a 'done deal'. The
route does, of course, benefit Turkey in a number of important ways, namely:
• It would enable Turkey to buy oil more cheaply on world markets.
• It would benefit from the transit revenues arisig from the use of the pipeline.
• It would enable Turkey to build an oil industry around the Mediterranean port of
Ceyhan.
• Turkey could strengthen its influence in the Caucasus and Central Asia.
• As a NATO member and oil consumer (rather than producer), fewer conflicts of
interest might arise over the use of the pipeline.
Strategically, the Baku-Ceyhan route has no serious competition. Of course, it is
no coincidence that the USA is now trying to engage the Iranian government in
dialogue to 'break the wall of mistrust', whilst waiving sanctions against EU countries
who invest there. It is in the USA's interests to support the moderate forces in Iranian
politics.31
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Iran has recently been engaged in negotiations to develop off-shore fields in the
Gulf. Iran does not have the technology to exploit such resources by itself. However,
the terms offered by the Iranian government were not attractive and were insufficient
to compensate interested companies who might, if they went ahead, fall foul of the
Iran-Libya Sanctions Act.32
It is clear, then, that the United States wants to see the frustration of Iran's
pipeline ambitions in the Caspian region. US policy in this respect clearly has an
impact upon the BSEC. However, Iran's geographical position and established oil
infrastructure make it a big draw for the major oil companies. The prospect of
integrating the Iranian and Caspian oil industries is appealing indeed to the major oil
companies. In June 1998, Iran issued a tender for a $400m pipeline to transport
Caspian oil to refineries in Terhan and Tabriz. The capacity of these refineries is up
to 315.000 barrels of oil per day. Those companies, such as BP and Shell, with
extensive US interests, however, are reluctant to become too involved.33
If world oil consumption increases as forecast (by 3.6bn tonnes to 5.2bn per
annum by 201 0), not just one but two new pipeline projects will be required to
transport Caspian oil. However, with world oil prices at an all time low in real terms,
and with a possible global recession looming, oil companies will need more
persuading to make such large investments in the near future. Economic factors are
currently in conjunction with political instability in the region (though property rights
seem, for the time being, secure), and this is a powerful disincentive for oil companies
to invest shareholders' money.
There is another dark cloud on the horizon which is often overlooked. Until 1991,
the Caspian Sea was shared by the Soviet Union and Iran under the terms of the
Treaty of Moscow, 1921. Since the break-up of the Soviet Union, dispute has arisen
as to who actually owns the seabed beneath which lies the oil. Russia and Iran, with
little oil directly off their coasts, content that the seabed should be the joint property
of all the littoral states. Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan, with the largest oilfields right on
their doorsteps, have most to lose from such an arrangement and would prefer a
different division. Azerbaijan has been the main proponent of a division of the
Caspian along national lines. The Iranians would lose most from the Azeri plan
because of the paucity of fields off their shores. Russia would not be so badly off
because it already possesses substantial fields on its Caspian shores, but Russia
gibs at losing so much potential wealth to the newly independent states.34
Russia has much to gain by compromising on the Caspian issue, however. Firstly,
Russia needs to foster relations with the former Soviet states, Kazakhstan in
particular. This is especially so as Russia's southern borders become less secure as
instability in Asia worsens. Secondly, a Russian compromise in the Caspian would
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be an acceptance of reality. The Azeris have been leasing fields for some time.
Thirdly, as long as the Russian foreign ministry bleats about the Caspian, Russian oil
companies continue to lose out on commercially valuable oil deals. A Caspian treaty,
if it comes, would be a valuable catalyst for stability in the region as a whole. Much,
however, depends on lran.35
To conclude, it is the lack of adequate export infrastructure that holds back the oil
projects of the Caspian and, in turn , the solution to the energy problems of the BSEC
states. However, as great as the imperative for energy security in the region is, this
aim must be balanced by economic feasibility. The capacity of the AIOC 'early oil'
routes is very limited and major new construction is essential. If the Baku-Ceyhan
route (favoured by the US, Turkey and Azerbaijan) is to succeed, financial
sweeteners in the form of fiscal concessions and subsidies will have to be provided.
The diplomatic fight over whether to build a pipeline to Ceyhan or to Novorossisk will
become a litmus test for Russian political and commercial ambitions in the Caspian
area. The latest instability in Russia cannot make the outcome of this issue any
easier to predict.
The Caspian pipeline issue has become a policy priority of the United States.
Securing the West's oil supplies, particularly in view of the increased instability across
the whole of Asia, has become a major headache for the western, industrialised
countries. The main aim must be to secure oil supplies without excluding the region's
main powers. This must involve fostering co-operation and infra-structural integration
between the region's main powers- Turkey and Russia. Such projects must:
• reduce the effect of political factors on the decision making processes for
pipeline routes;
• break Russian dominance over the energy resources of the region without
isolating it completely; and
• bring sufficient commercial benefits to the region so as to provide an incentive
to maintain political stability.
6. BSEC·EU Relations
The BSEC is intersted to improve its economic and commercial relations not just
with the EU but other trading blocs too. Indeed, the BSEC declaration firms, "the
intention to develop economic co-operation as a contribution to the CSCE process, to
the establishment of a Europe-wide economic area, as well as to the achievement of
a higher degree of integration of the participating States into the world economy".
Naturally, however, the EU is the main focus of the BSEC's western members. It
is certainly true that prospective EU members need not join the EU with single,
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quantum leap but may benefit initially from differing levels of economic integration
with the EU. Full membership remains a political, rather than an economic, goal.
Indeed, the principal motivating force behind BSEC members' desires for EU
membership is not the prospect of economic gain but a need for political and military
security.

How ready are BSEC states for EU membership?
There are four basis criteria which determine a country's suitability for cooperation with the EU at any given level.36 Firstly, location is important because
prospective members of the EU should, ideally, have contiguous borders with other
EU states. Secondly, a prospective member's economic system must be compatible
with that of the EU. Only those countries with a consistent record of commitment to
the market economy will be considered for membership. Thirdly, a country's level of
economic development must be relatively advanced. A large gap in development
might make meaningful integration impossible due to the need for financial assistance
and barriers being erected to goodsproduced at relatively lower costs in that country.
Less developed members might also lose trade and aid privileges as a consequence
of membership. Finally, the level of political stability and the nature of a prospective
member's political system are crucial factors. EU membership demands the
harmonisation of institutions and policies. Only established democracies will be
considered for for membership. There must be a reasonable prospect that any
member will be able to maintain its democratic principles and respect the human
rights of its citizens.
With the notable exceptions of Greece and Turkey, the BSEC states are all former
socialist states undergoing the difficult tarnsition to market economies. They may be
separated broadly into four groups. This separation is driven by "readiness factors"
which emphasise similarities between states rather than differences.37

Group 1: Greece and Turkey. Greece is the only BSEC member which is also a
member of the EU. Turkey's close association with the West goes back more than
150 years. It was instituted as a means of bolstering the process of Westernisation
and overcoming social and economic backwardness and helping to establish Western
orientated human rights. Under the terms of the Ankara Agreement of 1963, Turkey
entered a customs union with the EU in January 1996. This customs union created a
mostly tariff-free trade area between Turkey and the EU in industrial, though not
agricultural, goods. Turkey has since adopted the Common External Tariff. The EU is
Turkey's most important trading partner, accounting for half of Turkey's trade, and the
volume of trade between Turkey and the EU has been increasing continually since
1963. Moreover, around 2,5m Turks live and work in the EU (mostly Germany),
remitting some $3bn to Turkey each year. This revenue is an important source of
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foreign currency for Turkey, enabling it to import more than its exports would
otherwise allow. EU citizens also spend an increasing number of their holidays in
Turkey, further strengthening Turkey's current account.
Group 2: Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova and Ukrain. A free trade area has
been formed, through the conclusion of a European agreement, between the EU,
Bulgaria and Romania.38 Customs duties and quotes have thus been abolished.
Moreover, Romania and Bulgaria have been included in a list of twelve countries as
candidates for EU membership. The EU has signed a "partnership and co-operation"
agreement with Moldova and Ukraine (and also Russia). "Most Favoured Nation"
(MFN) status has been granted to each of these countries. According to the
agreement, Moldova and Ukraine are within the "General Preferences System"
(GPS), which means that goods imported from these countries will not be subject to
the "Common Customs Tariff". Quantitative resrictions to imports from these
countries into the have been abolished to a great extent. Albania has also been
granted MFN status and has been included in the GPS.
Group 3: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. These countries are affected by
internal, ethnic conflict. Their geographical isolation from Western Europe means that
they are unlikely to be considered for EU membership.
Group 4: Russia. Russia is a special case and may be considered to be in a group
all of its own. Russia is too large and its interests too wide for it to be considered
alongside any other BSEC member. Neither is Russia ever likely to be a member of
the EU. Russia has experienced enormous difficulty transforming itself into a liberal,
market economy with a stable, pluralist political sytem. It is also somewhat preoccupied by internal, ethnic conflict and still suffers from centralist tendencies. The
recent financial and economic crisis there has put the entire reform process in grave
peril.

To conclude, membership of the BSEC does not preclude either full EU
membership or any other, similar relationship. Indeed, the BSEC may be regarded as
a useful stepping stone towards that goal for many, though not all, of its members.
Regional co-operation initiatives such a the BSEC complement the cause of panEuropean integration rather than damaging it.
The BSEC seeks neither to preclude nor prevent membership of the EU of its
members. In the past, the BSEC positively facilitates and encourages it by aiming to
improve the economic and political condition of its members. Neither does BSEC
membership preclude its members being partners in other regional trading
arrangements. The BSEC Declaration makes clear that, "their economic co-operation
will be developed in a manner not contravening their obligations and not preventing
the promotion of the relations of the Participating States with third parties, including
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international organisations as well as the EU and the co-operation with the regional
initiatives".
The EU does not see the BSEC as arival organisation. Rather, the EU sees it as
complimentary, fostering pan-European integration by providing the conditions in
which its members may develop economically and politically with a view to eventual
integration into the EU. This is also how most BSEC members view the arrangement.
The BSEC, then, constitutes an important element of the European project, promoting
the dissemination of Western European institutional know-how and standards - a
prerequisite of entry into the EU. In this way, the BSEC can act as a catalyst for the
transformation of its members into pluralist, market orientated democracies.
The BSEC may also have a wider purpose, that of enabling its members to make
a smooth transition into a global political, economic and social system. Such a
transition matters to the EU because it wants a stable BSEC, fully bound and
integrated into the world community. The EU therefore helps the BSEC to identify
common interests and to develop the policy tools to tackle them. The BSEC is
therefore central to the EU's policy towards its Eastern neighbours and future cooperation with the EU must seek to institutionalise an effective political and economic
dialogue.
The EU's policy towards the BSEC is 3-pronged:
a) The EU seeks to bolster the economic and social development of the BSEC by
providing structural and political support. If the co-operative alliances of the region are
to complement the EU's pan-European policy, the EU must involve itself in the socioeconomic development of the Black Sea region. Further, since the free movement of
goods, services, labour and capital is important to the process of economic
development in a liberal environment, the EU needs to help create the framework
within which this might be achieved. The EU is well placed to provide this kind of
support because of its domination of trade in the region and its stability to set an
example for aspirant states who look up to the EU as a model. By fostering cooperation in trade, the EU may provide the impetus for and the framework within
which, fiscal and financial institutions may develop. If the BSEC states are to benefit
from liberalised trade, they must transform their laws and labour policies which, in
turn, will foster economic and political stability.
b)The EU provides an example of how democracy can work to the advantage of
those countries which genuinely adopt it. The sustainable democratisation of Eastern
Europe is a principal policy goal for the EU. Without such development, stability will
be undermined and economic development threatened. Pan-Europeanism cannot
succeed without sustainable democracy.
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c) The third element of EU policy in the BSEC region is security. The political
instability sand military might of some of the EU's Eastern neighboursis a cause of
some concern for the EU (and, indeed, some BSEC members). The security of
Europe's periphery is, perhaps, the EU's most important aim. Everything that the EU
does in the BSEC area must, therefore, have this overall objective in mind. Part of this
policy includes the fight against organised crime, drugs and armssmuggling. The
effect of these illicit trades on the BSEC countries is very destabilising and constitutes
a serious threat to the EU.
Since the BSEC is an integral and complimentary element of the pan, European
project, the institutions of the EU must continue to contribute resource (political,
intellectual and financial) to assist the BSEC in its efforts to become more efficient
and economically successful. The success of the BSEC is surely in the interests of
the EU.
Indeed, the European Commission already contributes to institutions affiliated to
the BSEC, such as the Bank for Trade and Development, the International Centre for
Black Sea Studies and the Black Sea Regional Energy Centre. The EU also
contributes to Black Sea environmental projects through its PHARE and TACIS
programmes. These contributions should be increased in value and widened in
scope. Perhaps a special programme based on PHARE, TACIS and SYNERGY may
be established specifically for the BSEC. The European Commission is in a unique
position to provide BSEC states with technical assistance in areas such as customs
standards and certification as well as a vast range of other areas of importance. The
European Commission may, for example, request observer status at BSEC summits
and conferences. As separate sections of the EU become more interested in the
BSEC, a more focused approach to this issue may be adopted and a sectoral
dialogue developed. Clearly, the EU has a surplus of capital and the BSEC a surplus
of resources. These elements can surely be combined to the advantage of both.

7. Conclusions
The Black Sea project has the potential to change the economic and potential face
of the Black Sea basin. It is a new organisation of developing countries struggling to
cope with serious economic and political problems and difficult historical legacies.
The BSEC is, in short, one of the means through which its members seek to develop
politically and economically and through which its ex-socialist members aspire to be
admitted to the community of advanced industrialised nations. This article's
conclusions may be summarised under the following headings:
a) The BSEC's political and economic problems. The BSEC is constrained by its
political and economic problems. Although these constraints seem daunting, the
future may be brighter due to aceptance of the framework of a market economy
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combined with a large number of skilled workers in the region and an abudance of
rich natural resources. It is certainly true, of course, that, in the short run, the impact
of the BSEC's development will be limited. However, the importance of the BSEC in
the short run is political, not economic. In particular, it brings round the same table
neighbours who have, in the past, viewed each other with deep suspicion. The
establishment of the BSEC's institutions (particularly the Parliamentary Assembly) is
the first step to solving many of its members' political disputes and problems.
Only in the medium to long term will the BSEC be able to play an important
economic role. With time, a free trade area may be introduced and differences in the
levels of development of member states will be reduced through economic cooperation. Greece and Turkey are already free market economies, but the exsocialist BSEC members are not. As members of Comecon, they had adopted noncompetitive, inter-dependent trade positions. It is because such countries remain in
a transition phase that it is difficult for them to intensify their foreign trade activities.
In particular, they lack reliable time-series economic data (such as price indices).
This makes it very difficult for investors to plan for the future - slowing the flow of
foreign investment to the region.
Furthermore, the ex-socialist countries lack developed private sectors. This
deficiency hinders market development and limits the scope for efficiency in resource
allocation. This problem is, perhaps, best illustrated by the examples of Russia and
Ukraine. Both have extensive industrial bases but they are hopelessly obsolete and
uncompetitive. There is determined resistance to the reform of these industries in
those countries. Even Greece and Turkey have their problems. Only with EU aid has
Greece (an EU member since 1981) been able to develop as far as it has. Turkey,
too, has serious political and economic problems, which it must face without the
benefit of EU membership, though its customs union with the EU may begin to
change that.
b) The BSEC as a means of promoting development. This is the principal aim of
the BSEC, for without real and sustainable economic and political development,
BSEC members will find it impossible to realise their collective aims and objectives.
Firstly, the BSEC can provide technical assistance to potential investors in the region,
providing for example, data on the economic and social aspects of the member
countries. Secondly, it can also provide financial assistance for common projects
among the member countries, as in, for example, the establishment of the BSEC
Trade and Development Bank. Thirdly, the BSEC provides a useful conduit through
which EU aid may flow. Such aid is crucial if BSEC members are to develop their
social, political and legal infrastructure quickly. Fourthly, it may act as an agency for
the promotion of more intensive trade relations with third countries such as those in
the EU, the Americas and the Middle and Far East. Fifthly, the BSEC can help
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promote free trade in the region. Finally, the BSEC provides a forum at which member
states (many of whom have serious and long-standing disputes with one another)
may come around a table to discuss issues of mutual interest · a first step towards
solving some of their more intractable problems.
c) The BSEC's relations with the EU. The BSEC is interested in the EU because
each of its members (Greece and Russia excepted) aspire to full EU membership.
The BSEC is a good platform from which such states may begin the process of
political and economic development necessary to qualify as prospective EU
members.

The EU is interested in the BSEC because it hopes that the BSEC will be able to
bring stability and some measure of prosperity to the countries on and beyond its
eastern boundary, through political and economic development. The instability of
many BSEC members is a source of great concern to the EU, which fears mass
migration to the West in the event of a serious international crisis in the region.
So then, while the BSEC needs the EU's aid and assistance, the EU needs to
cultivate and foster its relations with the BSEC member states. Furthermore, as the
EU's internal market reaches maturity (arguably, it has already done so) the vast
potential market offered by the BSEC (some 325m people) offers the EU huge
economic opportunities.
d) The BSEC as a platform from which its members may apply to join the EU. Only
one BSEC member (Greece) is already a full member of the EU. Turkey enjoys a
customs union with the EU and closer economic and political ties than perhaps any
other BSEC member. Almost every BSEC member state not already a full member
of the EU aspires to become one, except, stet, Russia. Russia is too large and
politically diverse to become a full member of the EU and, anyway, has a history
which would make it difficult for its leaders to promote membership to its population.

To non-EU members, EU membership is seen as a panacea for their political and
economic ills. Before such aspirations can be realised, however, such countries must
first go a long way to ridding themselves of precisely those problems which they see
EU membership as helping to cure.
The BSEC is not a supra-national organisation, nor was it founded as a potential
competitor to the EU. Rather, it may act as a 'half-way house' from which its
members may apply for EU membership once they have achieved the requisite level
of political and economic development. It is, then, a complimentary organisation.
That is why the founding document of the BSEC is in the way of a flexible declaration
rather than a rigid agreement.
e) Turkey's role in the BSEC. Turkey is fully integrated into the world economy. It
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has close bilateral relations with many countries and multilateral relations within the
framework of some international organisations. In addition to the BSEC, Turkey is a
member of i) the Economic Co-operation Organisation (EC0)39, ii) the Organisatison
of Islamic Conference (CIQ)40 and iii) the Developing 8 (D-8).41 Furthermore, Turkey
also has been in a customs union with the EU since 1996 (see Table Ill). Standing
at one of the world's crossroads (culturally, economically and politically), Turkey is
uniquely placed to assist in the development of other BSEC members.
The BSEC project is important for Turkey not only because it increases trade
volumes with its neighbours (see table IV) but also because Turkey hopes that its
involvement with fellow BSEC members will foster a favourable image with the EU,
thus accelerating its progress to full EU membership. If Turkey is able to play a
leading role within the BSEC, then it will improve its influence in the region and further
justify its eligibility for full EU membership in due course.
The transition process of ex-socialist member countries shows clearly that there
are a number of opportunities for commercial and economic co-operation within the
BSEC project. Firstly, implementing common projects, particularly in the
telecommunications, transport, and energy sectors, would affect positively the
economies of the member countries. For example, more than one pipeline is needed
to transport Azeri oil to world markets. Turkey also attributes a great deal of
importance to the construction of pipelines linking it to the Azeri oil resources, and
then, to the oil and natural gas basin in other Turk republic around the Caspian Sea.
A pipeline road, such as Baku-Ceyhan project, not only responds to Turkey's energy
needs, but also ensures a steady supply of cheap energy and an important strategic
role in the region. Such a pipeline would develop the chemical and petrochemical
industries in Turkey. This project would also bring benefits to the economy of
Azerbaijan. Such a pipeline would ensure a supply of foreign exchange which
Azerbaijan needs for accelerating the transition process to a market economy, and
then, for full integration into the world economy.
Turkey's geographical position furthers closer economic and commercial relations
with BSEC members. In this regard, border and oftshor'e trade are important for
Turkey not only because these can be an alternative to increase the volume of trade
with its neighbours but also because Turkey hopes that such close economic and
commercial relations would intensify contact among the peoples of Turkey and other
BSEC countries around the Black Sea thus reversing the Cold War situation, in which
there was little contact among the peoples of the region. Undoubtedly, this process
would also contribute positively to an increase in business activity and the magnitute
of tourism sector.
An important result of the Cold War was that Turkey's Black Sea region was less
developed. The region depended on Mining (particularly coal in Zonguldak), and on
agriculture (particularly tabacco, tea and nut). Migration from the region to other
developed regions in Turkey is also relatively high. A close relationship across
borders would also help encourage infrastructure investment on the Turkish Black
Sea coast (particularly in the building of new ports and/or re-constructing existing
ports).
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Table ill: Turkey's Trade with Country Groups ($ '000)
Country
Groups
BSEC
EC
ECO
D-8

Jan.-Feb.
1998
721.003

Import

1994
2.166.461

1995
3.998.112

1996
3.944.961

1997
4.575.972

Export

1.636.534

2 .425.530

2.872.583

3.716.213

576.212

Import

10.915.179

16.860.584

23 .138.057

24.869.690

3.508.869

Export

8.635 .376

11 .078.005

11.548.631

12.247.710

2.046.902

Import

922.158

1.136.784

1.196.819

1.106.928

168.521

Export

752.067

910.987

1.086.486

1.286.468

168.521

Import

1.099.185

1.488.681

1.597.100

1.563 .222

Export

675 .021

755 .988

905.705

874.829

•
•

Source: State Statistics Institute, Foreign Trade Statistics

Table IV: Turkey's Trade with the BSEC Countries ($ '000)
Jan.-Oct.
1998

Import

1994
1.527

1995
1.274

1996
9.192

1997
3.379

Export

59.317

56.942

53 .871

41.102

Import

-

-

Export

-

Import

8.883

21.777

39.165

58.269

43.000

Export

132.124

161.345

239.903

319.702

263 .000

Import

195.508

402.029

362.771

408.852

285 .000

Export

133.663

183.176

156.906

175.887

169.000

Import

25 .652

50.157

110.319

173.510

Export

67.071

68.126

77.824

107.576

Greece

Import

105.067

200.673

284.959

430.780

284.000

Export

168.854

209.952

236.464

298.237

289.000

Moldova

Import

20.453

15 .616

14.468

15.077

Export

3.628

7.270

14.397

21.334

Import

228.911

367.870

441.290

394.087

281.000

Export

175.342

301.960

314.045

358.783

355 .000

Import

1.045.389

2.082.376

1.921.139

2.174.258

1.768.000

Export

820.250

1.238.225

1.511.634

2.056.547

1.141.000

Import

535.071

856.340

761.658

917.760

849.000

Export

76.285

198.534

267.539

337.045

221.000

Import

2.166.461

3.998.112

3.944.961

4.575 .972

3.510.000

Export

1.636.534

2.425 .530

2.872.583

3.716.2 13

2.438.000

Countries
Albania
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bulgaria
Georgia

Romania
Russia
Ukraine

TOTAL

-

-

Source: State StatiStics Institute, Foreign Trade Statistics

•
•

•
•

-

•
•

•
•

..

(1) proVISIOnal
* not available
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Appendix _I
Declaration on the Black Sea Economic Co-operation
1- Taking into account the profound and rapid changes in Europe and the
determination of the peoples of the continent to shape a new era of peace and
security on the basis of the principles laid down in the Helsinki Final Act and the
follow-up CSCE documents and particularly in the Charter of Paris for a new Europe,
2- Recognizing that a prosperous and united Europe will evolve on shared values
such as democracy based on human rights and fundamental freedoms, prosperity
through economic liberty and social justice, and equal security for all our countries,
3- Taking into consideration the potential of the participating States and the
opportunities for enhancing the mutually advantageous economic co-operation
arising from their geographic proximity and from the reform process and structural
adjustments,
4- Conscious of the importnace of the environmental problems opf the Black Sea
for the well-being of their peoples and recognizing that it is vital to ensure the
environmental sustainability of their economic development,
5- Confirm the intention to develop economic co-operation as a contribution to the
CSCE process, to the establishment of a Europe-wide economic area, as well as to
the achievement of a higher degree of integration of the participating States into the
world economy,
6- Share the common objectives to achieve the further development and
diversification of both bilateral and multilateral co-operation among them as well as
with other intersted countries, to foster their economic, technological and social
progress, and to encourage free enterprise,
7- Agree that their economic co-operation will be developed in a manner not
conravening their obligations and not preventing the promotion of the relations of the
participating States with third parties, including international organizations as well as
the EC and the co-operation within the regional initiatives,
8- Aim to· ensure that the Black Sea becomes a sea of peace, stability and
prosperity, thriving to promote friendly and good neighbourly relations,
9- Declare that the economic co-operation among the participating States will be
developed on the basis of the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the decisions in
the subsequent CSCE documents, as well as of the other universally recognized
principles of international law,
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10- Agree that the economic co-operation will be promoted gradually and,- while
determining the priorities in this process, they will take into account the specific
economic conditions, intersts and concerns of the countries involved, and particularly
the problems of the countries in transition to market economy,
11 - Affirm that the whole economic co-operation among their countries is open for
the participation of other interested States recognizing the provisions of this
Document. As regard projects of common interest, individual countries, their
economic and financial institutions could be involved in their realization,
12- Decide to develop comprehensive multilateral and bilateral Black Sea
economic co-operation, covering the various fields of activity as specified below,
13- Affirming their determination to make best use of all possibilities and
opportunities for expanding and multiplying their co-operation in the fields of
economics, including trade and industrial co-operation, od science and technology
and of the environment, the participating States declare that they will take from now
on concrete steps in this process by identifying, developing and carrying out, with the
participation of their competent organizations, enterprises and firms, projects of
common interst, inter alia in the following areas:
- transport and communications, including their infrastructure;
- informatics;
- exchange of economic and commercial information, including statistics;
- standardization and certification of products;
-energy;
- mining and processing of mineral raw materials;
- tourism ;
- agriculture and agro-indusries;
- veterinary and sanitary protection;
- health care and pharmaceutics;
-science and technology.
14- In order to promote their co-operation, the participating States will act to
improve the business environment and to stimulate individual and encouraging direct
contacts among enterprises and firms directly involved, mainly by:
- facilitating, via bilateral negotiations, the prompt entry, stay and free movement
of businessmen in their respective territories and encouraging direct contacts among
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enterprises and firms;
- providing support for small and medium-sized enterprises;
- contributing to the expansion of their mutual trade in goods and services and
ensuring conditions favorable to such development by continuing their efforts to
further reduce or progressively eliminate obstacles of all kinds, in a manner not
contravening their obligationss towards third parties;
- ensuring approriate conditions for investment, capital flows and different forms
of industrial co-operation, notably by concluding and putting into effect, in the near
future, agreements on the avoidance of double taxation and on the promotion and
protection of investments;
- encouraging the exchange of information on international tenders organized in
the participating States so as to give the opportunity to their entetrprises and firms to
participate therein, in accordance with the natioanl rules and practices;
- encouraging co-operation in free economic zones.
15- The participating States will take appropriate steps, including by prom oting
joint projects, for the protection of the enviroment, particularely the prreservation and
the improvement of environment of the Black Sea, and the conservation, exploitation
and development of its bio-productive potential.
16- The participating States will consider or encourage the conclusion of
appropriate credit and financial arrangements at governmental and nongovernmental level and will seek to mobilize funds, including through international
institujtions and third parties, for the purpose of expanding their mutual economic and
commercial co-operation and implementing specific projects of common interest in
the Black Sea. In this context, they will consider the possibilities and the ways of
estabhlishing a "Black Sea Foreign Trade and Investment Bank".
17- Meetings of the Foreign Ministers of the participating States will be convened
regularly on rotation basis, at leasyt once a year-, to review progress and to define
new targets. By common understanding, ad hoc and permanent working groups of
experts are to be set up to propose the necessary arrangements concerning the cooperation in different fields. The participating States consider that at this stage of the
business community should be invited to this process so as to benefit from their
practical experience.
18- Those States which commit tehmselves to the observance of the provisions of
the present document can join, with the approval of the participating States, the whole
process of co-operation. Organizations, enterprises and firms of third parties will also
be given the possibility of indicating their implementation. Regional and international
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economic and financial institutions may also contribute in the cartrying out of these
projects.
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agreement also marked Russia's first formal recognition of Kazakhstan's claims
to the northern Caspain and was the first such bilateral agreement between any
of the Caspian states. The effect of the agreement is that the Caspian will, in
future, be treated in term of international law, less as a sea and more as lake,
with its resources shared amongst the littoral states. Russia benefits from the
agreement in a number of ways. Firstly, Russia maintains its hand in the
ongoing negotiations concerning the resources of the region. Secondly, the
agreement covers only the seabed and not the sea itself - pipelines and cable
projects will thus be governed by later, separate agreements. On this point,
some Kazakhs remain wary of their Russian neighbours. For one thing,
acceptance of that principle might allow Russia to later veto a trans-Caspian
pipeline if it were not to its liking. This might affect the Baku-Ceyhan route
through Turkey. Virtually all of Kazakhstan's oil is currently exported via Russia
(Clover, C. and Gall C. (1998), "Kazakhstan Free to Drill Huge Caspian
Oilfield After Signing with Russia", p. 4).
36

Marer, P. (1994), "Economic Relations Between Eastern, Central, and
Western Europe: An Historical Perspective", pp. 92-97
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371bid.
38 On December 13/141997, the EU issued a statement at the end of a two day
meeting in Luxembourg in which it finalised its strategy for admitting up to 12
new members. The statement confirmed that detailed negotiations would start
with the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and Cyprus in
early 1998. At the same time, preparations for membership negotiations would
begin with Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Romania and Bulgaria. If Bulgaria and
Romania were to be admitted into the EU, three out of the eleven BSEC states
would be EU members.
39 See page 9
40

Turkey has made efforts to intensify its economic and commercial relations
with the Islamic countries, under the umbrella of the OIC, which has more than
50 members.

41 The D-8 movement was initiated by the following countries to develop

commercial and economic co-operation: Bangladesh, Egypt, Iran, Malaysia,
Nigeria, Pakistan and Turkey.
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